This paper considers the variance optimization problem of average reward in continuous-time Markov decision process (MDP). It is assumed that the state space is countable and the action space is Borel measurable space. The main purpose of this paper is to find the policy with the minimal variance in the deterministic stationary policy space. Unlike the traditional Markov decision process, the cost function in the variance criterion will be affected by future actions. To this end, we convert the variance minimization problem into a standard (MDP) by introducing a concept called pseudo-variance. Further, by giving the policy iterative algorithm of pseudo-variance optimization problem, the optimal policy of the original variance optimization problem is derived, and a sufficient condition for the variance optimal policy is given. Finally, we use an example to illustrate the conclusion of this paper.
Introduction
The Postal Service Company's catalogue information system, inventory issues, and supply chain management issues are all early successful applications of the Markov decision process. Later, many real-life problems, such as sequential assignments, machine maintenance issues, and secretarial issues, can be described The main work of this paper is to find the iterative algorithm of the optimal policy under the variance criterion (minimum variance) in the countable state space and the Borel measurable action space. For countable state space, the reward function ( ) , r i a may be unbounded, the expected average reward f η , may not be infinite. To guarantee the finiteness of f η , we will impose the following Assumption 1. Next, we use a unique invariant probability measure of Markov chain to denote the average expected return and variance. To this end, we will impose the following Assumption 2, 3, 4. Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied. We have established a variance criterion. Under the variance criterion, we define the cost function ( ) ( ) ( ) , r i a is the system reward at the current stage with state i and action a, and f η is the expected average reward. Obviously, the cost will be affected by future actions, so, f η is also affected by future actions. The traditional MDPs differs from this. The cost function and state transition probability depend only on the current state and the action selected on this stage. Therefore, the conclusions in [14] [15] [16] do not apply to this model. In this paper, we define a pseudo-variance , where λ is a given constant [17] . Obviously, the value of the pseudo-variance at current stage will not be affected by future actions. It is only related to the current state and current actions, so the pseudo-variance minimization problem is a standard MDP. In this paper, we prove the relation between variance and pseudo-variance. Unlike the literature [17] , we define the deviation of the deterministic stationary policy f for continuous-time MDP. It is proved that the deviation function and the objective function satisfy the Poisson equation, and the uniqueness of the Poisson equation is proved. Based on this, we develop a continuous time MDP policy iterative algorithm to get the optimal strategy, and we prove the convergence of the policy iterative algorithm.
Model and Optimization Criteria
The control model associated with the continuous-time MDP that we are concerned with is the five-tuple
1) A denumerable set S, called the stated space, which is the set of all the states of the system under observation.
2) A Borel space A, called the action space. Let
be the set of all feasible state-action pairs.
3) The transition rates ( ) 
A i for all i S ∈ . A deterministic stationary policy is simply referred to as a stationary policy.
Let F be the set of all deterministic stationary policies. For each f F ∈ , the associated transition rates are defined as
the reward function is given by ( ) 
e) There exists a nonnegative function ω′ on S and constants 0, 0 Let's give some marks first. For any measurable function 1 ω ≥ on S, we define the ω -weighted supremum norm . ω of a real-valued measurable function ω on S by 10) and the Banach space
We will use the Markov chain invariant measure to represent Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.9). To this end, we impose the following three Assumptions (see [3] ).
Assumption 2:
For each f F ∈ , the corresponding Markov process 
Under Assumptions 1(a) and 2, for each f F ∈ , Propositions C.11 and C.12 yield that the Markov chain ( ) { } X t has a unique invariant probability measure, denoted by f µ , which satisfies that 12) which shows that the f
gives that the expectation
exists and is finite.
Assumption 3:
With ω as in Assumption 1, assume the following conditions are true: a) The control model (2.1) is uniformly ω-exponentially ergodic, which means the following: there exist constants 0 β > , and 3 0
, and 0 t ≥ .
b) The control model (2.1) is uniformly 2 ω -exponentially ergodic, the definition as in (a) Remark 2. Under the premise of the above assumptions, it can be known from the literature [3] that for the given f F ∈ , the average reward and variance defined by Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.9) are both a number, independent of the initial state. They can represent the expectation form of invariant measures
We denote r as an S-dimensional column vector composed by element ( ) 
, : , ,
Our optimization goal is to select f F * ∈ that satisfies the following condition Even if we consider m as a cost function, we can't directly use the existing conclusions to get the optimal policy.
Analysis and Optimization
In this section, we will define a pseudo-variance minimization problem. By proving the relation between the pseudo-variance and the variance, the optimization problem of (2.21) is transformed into the pseudo-variance optimization problem. Further, the optimal policy for variance optimization problem can be derived by the policy iterative algorithm for the pseudo-variance optimization problem, and we can give a sufficient condition for the variance optimal policy.
Pseudo-Variance Minimization
We define a new cost function as below.
( ) 
are uniformly ω-bounded in 0 α > and f F ∈ . More precisely, we have In the case where the existence of the pseudo-variance optimal policy is guaranteed, we use the policy iterative algorithm to get the optimal policy.
Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 hold, we gave the following concepts.
Definition 2. We define the bias of f as 
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For all 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this article, it defines the variance optimization problem of continuous-time Markov decision processes, which is different from the mean-variance optimization problem previously studied. By defining pseudo-variance, the deviation of the deterministic stationary policy f and the Poisson equation, a series of concepts and theorems, we prove the existence of the variance optimal strategy in the deterministic stationary policy space, and give the policy iterative algorithm to calculate optimal policy. Finally we prove the convergence of the policy iterative algorithm.
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